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Essential Thor
Collects Original Sin #5.1-5.5.

Titans Vol. 3: A Judas Among Us
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A special tale of young Thor adventuring in the age of Vikings! Meanwhile, LOKI
conjures up a dark and powerful new enemy: VIKING HULK. It's SAVAGE NORSE
ACTION! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 6-11

Titans Vol. 4: Titans Apart
Collects Venomized #1-5. The story that began in VENOMVERSE reaches its epic
conclusion! The Poisons, a species that hungers for super-powered symbiotes and
their hosts, have picked their next target: the Marvel Universe itself! Their first
objective? Put every superhuman in a Klyntar symbiote  and then consume them!
And with Venom and the X-Men still missing after the events of Poison-X, Earth
stands defenseless! By the time they make it back home, Venom and the X-Men
find dozens of heroes and villains unwillingly bonded with symbiotes. And when the
Poisons consume one of their strongest allies, the champions of Earth must rally 
and stand against one of their own! But what do the Poisons have planned for
Cletus Kasady, A.K.A. Carnage? And can anything in the galaxy stand in the way of
Poison Thanos?!

Thor Vol. 1
Marvel's most amazing heroes step into the spotlight in this all action book packed
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with adventure, danger, dramaand fun! Black Widow seeks redemption for her past
- in ways that the Avengers wouldn't approve! When Carol Danvers takes on the
legacy of Captain Marvel, she'll live her dream of traveling to the stars! Teenage
Kamala Khan fights crime as Ms. Marvelbut is she ready for this dangerous new
life? She-Hulk isn't just a green powerhouse - she's an attorney with legal skills that
will knock her opponents' socks off! A mysterious woman lifts the hammer Mjolnir,
and claims the powers of the mighty Thor! And Squirrel Girl faces her most
dangerous challenge yet: college! Collecting: Black Widow (2014) #1, Captain
Marvel (2014) #1, Ms. Marvel (2014) #1, She-Hulk (2014) #1, Thor (2014) #1,
Unbeatable Squirrel Girl (2015) #1.

Thor
The Black Galaxy beckons, and the mysteries of the living bioverse wait to be
discovered! The Celestials are converging, the High Evolutionary and his new race
of men are prepared to exploit the new universe, and the Watcherwatches.
Meanwhile, Thor, Hercules and the Avengers must face the threat of Stellaris on
Earth before rocketing into space! You won't believe what waits for the God of
Thunder in the deadly Black Galaxy! Collecting THOR (1966) #419-425.

Thor
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Collecting The Unworthy Thor #1-5. Unfit to lift his hammer, with another now
wielding the power of Thor, the Odinson's desperate quest to regain his worthiness
takes him out into the cosmos - where he's learned of the existence of a
mysterious other Mjolnir! This weapon of ultimate power, a relic from a dead
universe, is the key to the Odinson's redemption - but some of the greatest villains
of the Marvel Universe are anxious to get their hands on it as well. And when the
Realm of Old Asgard vanishes, the Odinson's hopes might go with it - unless good
tidings from Beta Ray Bill offer fresh hope! Can the Odinson reclaim his honor, or
will the power of thunder be wielded for evil? Let the battle for the hammer
commence!

Thor Epic Collection
Collects King Thor (2019) #1-4. One last ride with the almighty lord of Asgard!
Jason Aaron reunites with Esad Ribi? to conclude the epic saga they began in
THOR: GOD OF THUNDER! Seven years ago, Aaron and Ribi? introduced the Thor of
the far future — All-Father of a broken realm and a dying universe — as he stood in
battle against Gorr, the Butcher of Gods, wielder of All-Black the Necrosword. But
now that nefarious blade has returned, in the hands of Thor’s all-time-greatest
enemy: his adopted brother, Loki! It’s time for one final, cataclysmic showdown —
but even worse is still to come as the ultimate end of all things grows near! A
who’s who of Aaron’s past THOR collaborators, along with a few surprise guests,
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stop by to bring down the curtain on a glorious era in thunderous style!

Mighty Thor Vol. 1
Mjolnir lies on the moon, unable to be lifted! The secrets of Original Sin have left
the God of Thunder unworthy for the fi rst time! But when Frost Giants invade
Earth, a new hand will grasp the hammer - and a mysterious woman will take up
the mantle of the mighty Thor! Who is this new Goddess of Thunder? Not even
Odin knowsbut she may be Earth's only hope against the Frost Giants! Get ready
for a Thor like you've never seen before, as this all-new heroine takes Midgard by
storm! Plus: the Odinson doesn't like that someone else is holding his hammerand
now it's Thor vs. Thor! COLLECTING: THOR 1-5

Venomized
Writer Dan Abnett (AQUAMAN) and artist Brett Booth (TEEN TITANS) put the Titans
to the ultimate test of loyalties in TITANS VOL. 3: A JUDAS AMONG US! The Titans
are more than just a team. They’re friends, bonded by years of shared history and
experiences. But when the trust between members starts to fray, will the team
itself fall apart? Together, the Titans’ mission is to infiltrate H.I.V.E. and restore
Bumblebee’s stolen memories, but the team is still reeling from Nightwing’s
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collusion with their enemy Deathstroke. Meanwhile, Arsenal processes his feelings
for his teammate Donna Troy, but Donna instead turns to comfort from Wally West,
who is himself struggling with an injury that may never fully heal. Worst of all,
Omen foresees doom in a psychic vision: one of the Titans will betray the teamand
possibly destroy the world! With tensions between Titans at an all-time high, how
can they possibly trust each other? Collects TITANS #12-18.

The Mighty Thor Vol. 3: Asgard/shi'ar War
Collects Thor (2018) #7-11. The stage is set for the War of the Realms! Thor has
battled through Hel, but now finds himself a prisoner of the fearsome warriors of
Heven! Can even the intervention of Valkyrie and Thors deadly sister, Angela,
help the Thunder God escape the inescapable prison of angels? Meanwhile, with
S.H.I.E.L.D. gone, Roz Solomon has been left adrift  but shes about to take on a
surprising new role and make a million new enemies. For war is coming  and the
invasion of Earth may have already begun! As Malekith targets all there is, will
Odin be left as the All-Father of Nothing? Plus: Centuries ago, Odin was determined
to keep a young Thor away from Midgard for good  and Loki knew just the way to
do it!

Thor by Walt Simonson Omnibus
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Jane Foster is back! For years, you knew her as Dr. Jane Foster, one of Thor
Odinson's most steadfast companions. Then you knew her as Thor, Goddess of
Thunder, who took up the mantle when no other hero was worthy. Now Jane takes
on a new role as Valkyrie, guide and ferrywoman to the dead! But her days of
battle are far from over - especially when the Marvel Universe's deadliest shot gets
his hands on the sword of a god! With the Asgardian weapon Dragonfang, Bullseye
has the power to kill a deity in a single stroke - and he's about to prove it. Jane
must learn a hard lesson: Not every death can be prevented. But who's next on
Bullseye's list - and what is the assassin really after? COLLECTING: VALKYRIE: JANE
FOSTER (2019) 1-5, MATERIAL FROM WAR OF THE REALMS: OMEGA (2019) 1

How to Do Your Own Painting and Wallpapering
Thor confronts a menagerie of foes, from Storm Giants and the Crusader to
Graviton and the Lord of Darkness himself, Dracula! The battle for Asgard- the
battle for life itself - is set when Loki and the war-god Tyr steal the Golden Apples
of Immortality and unleash the Midgard Serpent. Thor, Sif and the Warriors Three
must face a world-destroying menace and prevailor age and die like mortal men!
COLLECTING: VOL. 12; THOR (1966) #320-336, ANNUAL (1966) #11; BIZARRE
ADVENTURES (1981) #32.
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Thor By Jason Aaron
Collects Thor (2018) #1-11. Thor Odinson has regained his mantle - but Mjolnir is
no more! And with a War of the Realms looming on the horizon, he'll need some
new hammers - lots of them! But will any amount of weapons be enough against
the unstoppable Juggernaut? In the present, Thor joins the Valkyries in the fight to
save Hel from the Queen of Cinders! In the far future, King Thor encounters an old
friend who's undergone some startling changes! And in the distant past, the young
Odinson still can't figure out how to prove himself worthy of Mjolnir - but Loki
thinks he knows how to keep his brother away from Midgard for good! Plus, Thor is
reunited with his sister Angela when Heven attacks! And Roz Solomon, Odin and
Freyja gird themselves for war as Jason Aaron's legendary run continues!

Marvel Masterworks
When Dr. Jane Foster lifts the mystic hammer Mjolnir, she is transformed into the
Goddess of Thunder, the Mighty Thor! Her enemies are many, as Asgard descends
further into chaos and unrest threatens to spread throughout the Ten Realms. Yet
her greatest battle is against a far more personal foe: the cancer that is killing her
mortal form. When Loki steps back into Thor's life, will it ease her troubles or only
add to her pain? It's time to find out whether the next chapter in the twisting tale
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of the Trickster will be one of good or evil! There's no such question about
Malekith, though, as he and his Dark Council continue to fan the flames of a
looming War of Realms! Jason Aaron continues his startling saga of the mighty
Thor! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 1-5.

The Resistance
The Last Days of Midgard
Bumper reprint collection of Thor's earliest appearances. Re-live meek Dr. Donald
Blake's transformation into the legendary god of thunder in this collection of the
mighty Thor's earliest classic adventures. With his mystical hammer Mjolnir at his
side, Thor sets out to bring justice to earth.

How To Draw Comics The Marvel Way
The Marvel Masterworks proudly present the beginning of the greatest saga of
myth and adventure to ever grace the comic book page - the saga of the Mighty
Thor! Vacationing in Norway, Dr. Donald Blake discovered a strange, gnarled cane.
Upon striking it, a shower of lightning rained down and the hobbled doctor found
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himself transformed into Thor, God of Thunder! In these pages you'll journey
across the Rainbow Bridge to Asgard and meet Odin, Heimdall, Balder, and Thor's
half-brother Loki for the first time! In addition to Thor's epic battles, the ancient
origins of Asgard are revealed in "Tales of Asgard" as only Stan Lee and Jack Kirby
could present them. They're Marvel Masterworks of the highest order!
COLLECTING: Journey Into Mystery 83-100

Thor
Tired of being taken for granted by his father Odin and fellow immortals, Thor
decides to take time out from cleaning up the messes created by the gods.

Mighty Thor Vol. 1
Collects Thor: God of Thunder #1-18. A trail of blood consumes Thors past,
present and future! Throughout the ages, gods are vanishing  and Thor must
unravel the gruesome mystery of Gorr the God Butcher! In the distant past, Thor
discovers a cave that echoes with the cries of tortured gods. In the present, Thor
follows the bloody wake of murdered gods across the depths of space. And
millennia from now, the last god-king of Asgard makes his final stand. All three
time-bending Thors must unite  but will it all be for naught if the massive
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Godbomb is triggered? Elsewhere, Malekith the Accursed makes his return! As the
former lord of the Dark Elves begins a bloody rampage, Thor must find a new
league of allies to aid him! And back on Midgard, whats going on with Dr. Jane
Foster?

Thor Vol. 1
The Might Thor has a made a terrifying discovery. Travelling to the planet Indigarr
to heed an unanswered prayer, the Odinson finds what was once a home of the
gods, is now an abattoir of slain deities! The gods are disappearing! Now, the God
of Thunder must follow a trail of blood that threatens to consume his past present
and future selves. The only hope for these ravaged worlds and Thor himself lies
within unravelling the gruesome mystery of Gorr, the God Butcher.

Thor by Jason Aaron & Russell Dauterman
Illustrates hitherto mysterious methods of comic art using as examples such
Mighty Marvel heroes as Thor, The Silver Surfer, Spider-Man, and The Hulk

Ages of Thunder
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Dr. Doom has committed barbaric atrocities against the Asgardians living in his
realm of Latveria. Now Balder has marshaled his forces, and called upon the
counsel of his general, Tyr, the God of War. Even the outcast Thor has rallied to the
defense of his people. But what secret weapon has Doom wrought with secrets
plundered from Asgard?! And whose side is the duplicitous Loki truly on? Also,
finally restored to her own body, Sif sets out with Beta Ray Bill to fight her way
back to true warrior's glory! Plus, a story by Stan Lee in celebration of Thor #600!
Collects Thor #604-606, Sif #1, and material from Thor #600.

A-Force Presents Vol. 1
Teutonic Mythology: Gods and Goddesses of the Northland in 3 volumes is a
historical work by Swedish author Viktor Rydberg which deals with Germanic
tradition and Norse mythology. One of Rydberg's mythological theories developed
in this book is that of a vast World Mill which rotates the heavens, which he
believed was an integral part of Old Norse mythic cosmology.

Capture
Collects Captain Marvel #1-6.
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King Thor
The God of Thunder has become unworthy. Mjolnir lies abandoned. But when Frost
Giants invade Earth, a new hand will grasp its handle - and a mysterious woman
will take up the mantle of the mighty Thor! Who is this new Goddess of Thunder?
That's exactly what the Odinson wants to know - so brace yourself for Thor vs.
Thor! All-Father Odin isn't happy either, and he'll call on some very dangerous,
very unexpected allies in a bid to reclaim the enchanted hammer. Meanwhile,
Malekith the Dark Elf forges his most dangerous pact yet! But as the new Thor
faces the unstoppable machine of death and destruction that is the Destroyer, she
will prove herself a worthy successor to the heroic mantle! COLLECTING: THOR
(2014) 1-8, ANNUAL 1

Savage Sword of Conan
J. Michael Straczynski - creator of Babylon 5, co-creator of Sense8, and writer of
beloved runs on The Amazing Spiderman, Thor, and Superman: Earth One - returns
to comics teaming with Mike Deodato Jr. - the blockbuster artist of The Amazing
Spider-Man, Th

Captain Marvel Vol. 1
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Collects Mighty Thor 700-706 and Mighty Thor: At The Gates Of Valhalla. Marvel
Legacy hits Asgard with a bang  the death of the Mighty Thor! The final judgment
comes as the Mangog arrives. The War Thor meets the beast head-on, but even
the bloodthirst of this Ultimate hammer-wielder may pale in comparison to the
Mangogs might! The battle rages as Jane Fosters cancer takes a turn for the
worse, and she might not have to wait for the final judgment at all. The clock is
ticking, the War of the Realms is spreading and Mjolnir cannot save her this time.
Can even the legendary Hercules help avert disaster? Its the beginning of the end
as the tragic and heroic story of Jane Foster finally reaches its heartrending zenith!

Teutonic Mythology: The Gods and Goddesses of the Northland
(Vol. 1-3)
As the War of the Realms rages on, the only way to defeat Malekith is with a united
front - and it's up to Thor to bring the many races together! Now heroes from
across the ten worlds including Lady Sif and Angela - unite under Thor's command
to form a new League of Realms, with the sole mission of bringing this conflict to
an end! And their first mission is to infiltrate Dark-Elf-occupied territory! But when
the war spreads to every branch of the World Tree, the League's road to peace is
fraught with challenges they hadn't anticipated. Collecting The Mighty Thor Vol. 7
#13-19 (subject to change)
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Thor by J. Michael Straczynski Vol. 1
Dr. Jane Foster is the Goddess of Thunder -and it's killing her. Her enemies are
many as Asgard descends further into chaos, and unrest threatens to spread
throughout the Ten Realms. Yet she wages her greatest battle against a far more
personal foe: the cancer killing her mortal form. When Loki steps back into Thor's
life, will it ease her troubles or only add to her pain? There's no such question
about Malekith as he continues to fan the fl ames of a looming War of Realms when he isn't wedding planning, that is! And as Asgard is torn apart, the skies will
shake in one of the bloodiest battles of all time: It's Thor vs. Odin like never before!
COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 1-5

Original Sin
Collects Thor: God of Thunder #12-18. It's the bloody return of one of Thor's
greatest enemies: Malekith the Accursed! The former lord of the Dark Elves is freed
from his otherworldly prison, and the chase is on across the Nine Realms to
capture him! As Malekith begins a bloody rampage, Thor finds new allies to aid
him: a Dark Elf sorceress! A gun-toting Light Elf! A gargantuan Mountain Giant! A
dwarf who loves dynamite! And a particularly surly troll?! The Wild Hunt has
begun! Plus: Thor returns to Midgard - but what does it mean to walk the Earth as a
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god? Where does Thor go and who does he see when he's not out saving the world
with the Avengers? It's the return of Thor's long-time love interest, Dr. Jane Foster!

The Unworthy Thor
The great hammer Mjolnir lies on the moon, unable to be lifted by anyone in all the
heavens! Even THOR! Something dark has befallen the God of Thunder, leaving
him weakened and for the first time in forever unworthy! But when Frost Giants
invade the Earth, the hammer will be lifted and an all-new Thor will arise! A Thor
unlike any we've ever seen before! Who is this new Goddess Of Thunder? Not even
Odin knows! Collecting Thor Vol.6 #1-5.

Mighty Thor Vol. 5
Thor is back! And in a story only J. Michael Straczynski could tell! Returned to the
pantheon of great Marvel heroes, the Asgardian God of Thunder is reunited with
the mortal form of Dr. Don Blake. Together, they must reckon with the legacy of
the mythic Norse kingdom and the awakening of its immortal heroes - but in a
world that may not want them back! Collects Thor (2007) #1-6.

Valkyrie: Jane Foster Vol. 1
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In the mid 1970s following the colossal success of Conan the Barbarian, Roy
Thomas helped expand the universe of Conan to showcase further stories and the
talents of some of the comics industry's best with the equally popular Savage
Sword of Conan magazine. Now, for the first time in over thirty years, these primal
tales, featuring Robert E. Howard's most popular character, are available in this,
the first in a series of massive trade paperbacks, collecting all Savage Sword
Conan stories beginning with issue one. Included in this volume are tales by Roy
Thomas, featuring the breathtaking art of such legends as Barry Windsor-Smith,
John Buscema, Alfredo Alcala, Jim Starlin, Al Milgrom, Pablo Marcos, Walter
Simonson, and more. But that's not all. Also included in this tome are Conan's few
appearances in the title Savage Tales—for the complete Conan collection! *
Reprinting Savage Sword of Conan for the first time since its original publication.
This is the first volume in the series.

Thor
One week. Manhattan apartment. Super-hot ex-boyfriend. What's the worst that
could happen? It's been nine months since Kaitlyn Parker has seen or heard from
Martin Sandeke-nine months and five stages of matter. She's lived through the
worst of first-love heartbreak, and is most certainly stronger (and less likely to hide
in science cabinets) than ever before. But now Martin is back. And he wants to be
friends. But he's sending mixed signals to the Bunsen burner in Kaitlyn's pants. Will
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Martin re-capture Kaitlyn's heart? Can Kaitlyn and Martin ever be just friends? Or,
despite an abundance of chemistry, are some bonds just too unstable to endure?
Where to read more of the Hypothesis Series Book 1 ATTRACTION (ends in a
cliffhanger!) Book 2 HEAT (ends in a cliffhanger!) Book 3 CAPTURE (no cliffhanger)
Book 4 MOTION (ends in a cliffhanger!) Book 5 SPACE (ends in a cliffh

Original Sin by Aaron & Deodato
Praise for Titans: ÒDan Abnett and Brett Booth offer everything a Titans fan wants
and more.Ó -IGN ÒYou wonÕt want to miss out on this.Ó -Comic Vine ÒA lovely
reunion.Ó -CBR When a series of mistakes by the Titans nearly leads to global
catastrophe, the Justice League steps in to issue a directive-Titans no more! While
Donna Troy is kept under observation in the Justice LeagueÕs watchtower to
determine the link between Donna and her evil future self, Troia, the rest of the
team is told to stand down and take a break. That doesnÕt sit well with Arsenal,
though. Seemingly abandoned by his friends, Roy Harper pushes himself right to
the edge to track down the source of a dangerous new street drugeven teaming up
with his deadly ex, Cheshire. But while Arsenal may be in over his head, his
investigation reveals a worldwide threat that even the Justice League proves
unable to stop! Now it falls to the Titans to save the world from destruction. And
while theyÕre no longer a team, they are still a familybut will that be enough to
unite them? Writer Dan Abnett (Aquaman) and the art team of Paul Pelletier
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(Justice League), Andrew Hennessy (Green Lantern) and Adriano Lucas (Cyborg)
close the book on this chapter of the Titans! Collects Titans #19-22 and Annual #2.

Thor By Jason Aaron Vol. 4
Thor, Asgardian God of Thunder, has always fought to save his adopted home of
Earth. But who can he fight when the planet itself is dying? Thor's mortal ally and
environmental secret agent Roz Solomon has a few ideas. Namely the world's
largest and most nefarious energy company Roxxon, and its ruthless new CEO
known as 'The Minotaur.' Has the God of Thunder finally met his match, in the form
of a multinational super-corporation? Meanwhile, many millennia ahead, a future
version of Thor faces a very different battle to save what's left of the earth against Galactus!

Mighty Thor Vol. 2
Who shot the Watcher? Uatu, the mysterious space-god who's been watching
mankind from the moon for as long as we can remember is dead. Thus begins the
greatest murder mystery in Marvel history! As Nick Fury leads the heroes of the
Marvel Universe in an investigation, other forces are marshaling and other
questions are arising. Why is Black Panther gathering a secret team of his own,
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including Emma Frost, the Punisher and Dr. Strange? Who is the Unseen? What
was stolen from the Watcher's lair? Fury's cosmic manhunt leads to the far corners
of the universe and beyond, but just when the Avengers think they've cornered
their murderer everything explodes, unleashing the Marvel Universe's greatest
secrets and rocking the heroes to their core! What did the Watcher see? What was
the Original Sin? Collects: Point One #1 (Watcher story), Original Sin #0-8, Original
Sins #1-5, Original Sin Annual #1, Original Sin: Secret Avengers Infinite Comic
#1-2.

Thor
Considered by many to be the greatest run on Thor ever, Walt Simonson's classic
tales of the God of Thunder are collected here - completely remastered from the
original artwork and newly colored by Steve Oliff ! And there are too many timeless
tales to count: The Casket of Ancient Winters! The death of Odin! The origins of
Asgard! The sacrifice of the Executioner! Thor as a frog! The Mutant Massacre! The
curse of Hela! The debut of Thor's body armor! Guest-starring Beta Ray Bill, Nick
Fury and the Avengers! Featuring the threats of Fafnir the dragon, Loki, Lorelei,
Malekith the Dark Elf, Surtur, Hela, the Titanium Man, Kurse, Zaniac, the
Marauders, the Absorbing Man, Fin Fang Foom, the Destroyer and the Midgard
Serpent! COLLECTING: THOR 337-355, 357-369, 371-382; BALDER THE BRAVE 1-4
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Thor Vol. 2
Thor
Mjolnir lies on the moon, unable to be lifted! Something dark has befallen the God
of Thunder, leaving him unworthy for the first time ever! But when Frost Giants
invade Earth, the hammer will be lifted - and a mysterious woman will be
transformed into an all-new version of the mighty Thor! Who is this new Goddess of
Thunder? Not even Odin knowsbut she may be Earth's only hope against the Frost
Giants! Get ready for a Thor like you've never seen before, as this all-new heroine
takes Midgard by storm! Plus: the Odinson clearly doesn't like that someone else is
holding his hammerit's Thor vs. Thor! And Odin, desperate to see Mjolnir returned,
will call on some very dangerous, very unexpected allies. It's a bold new chapter in
the storied history of Thor! Collecting Thor (2014) #1-5.
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